
Infor BI Implementation
and Support Solutions

The Fortude Business Intelligence specialists work with Infor customers to ensure 
maximum business impact is delivered through fast and effective Infor BI 
implementation solutions and support services via cloud or on-premise deployments.

Fortude BI consultants can implement a cloud or on-premise deployment of the latest version of the 
Infor Business Intelligence product suite along with pre-packaged analytics for Healthcare. The 
implementation will include standardized training for IT administrators, analysts and report 
developers. A typical implementation will include the following with some areas relevant to an 
on-premise vs cloud solution.

Project
Management

Infor BI
Upgrades

Scoping,
Consulting
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Implementation

Custom
Dashboard
Development

Pre-configured
Solutions in BI

Overall, Fortude was a terrific partner. The team was savvy, 
efficient and competent. 

Supply Chain Informatics Manager
Strategic Sourcing - Supply Chain Informatics UC Health, USA

Katie Walsh

Fortude Infor BI Solution includes:

A Typical Implementation:

Project Kick-off

Installation and Verification of Server/Software 
Installation & Connectivity

Infor BI Installation

BPW Configuration for Healthcare Analytics 

Healthcare Analytics

Configure Reports 

Training on Infor BI, BPW, Report & Dashboard

Project Management

Post Implementation Support Including Phase 2 
Requirements Gathering



THE INFOR BI SOLUTION DELIVERS:

Modern Experience - Through real-time data integration with Infor Healthcare BPW Data 
warehouse and the Infor ION Business Vault, users will experience a revolutionized approach to 
how information is procured from enterprise applications, resulting in reduced decision cycle times 
and easier data integration for analytics and reporting. Detailed planning, predictive and statistical 
analysis capabilities helps improve decision outcomes. Intuitive self-service alleviates reliance on 
IT for creating analytics and dashboards, placing the user at the center of the experience.

More Vivid, Striking Design - Infor BI 11x is spawned from the revolutionary aesthetic approach 
and utilized throughout the Infor 11x platform to create a more meaningful experience. The newly 
unveiled, HTML-5 based SoHo user interface provides value beyond flexible dashboards by 
creating eye-popping data visualization. By reducing the surface complexity, users are granted a 
higher level of confidence when evaluating processes and executing business decisions.

Essential Mobile Capabilities - Infor BI 11x is built to break-down obstacles and confirm business 
continuity, making mobility an essential part of the solution. Now users can access business 
information on a mobile device from virtually any location. The mobile dashboards deliver a level of 
service that is characteristic of the Infor product suite - pairing simple deployment with 
easy-to-use functionality to create faster time-to-value.

Socially Collaborative - Collaboration is essential to maximizing the application of business 
intelligence. Infor BI 11x leverages Infor Ming.le™ to amplify the speed and accuracy of the 
decision-making process to create a better flow of information.
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Fortude is an Infor Alliance partner offering Infor BI solutions and Infor M3 implementation We are also a Healthcare 
Systems Innovation and Technology Augmentation partner (HSI) and collaborate with leading hospitals in the US to 
design and develop tailored solutions.  We align with leading hospitals and acute care systems to design and develop 
tailored solutions for their unique requirements. Fortude has grown into a team of nearly 180 extensively qualified, 
multi-skilled, experienced professionals, working in offices in USA, Sri Lanka, and Australia. Fortude maintains a proven 
track record of delivering customer value and maintaining customer relationships.

About Fortude

Fortude Inc.  -  E: info@fortude.co | T: +1 507 281 1482 | W: www.fortude.co

WHY CHOOSE FORTUDE FOR YOUR INFOR BI SOLUTION:

Healthcare BI Expertise: Fortude BI 
consultants have over 40 years combined 
industry experience and understand customer 
requirements

Domain Expertise: Fortude has industry based 
expertise in implementing Infor BI solutions in 
Fashion, Food & Beverage and Healthcare

Alliance Partner: Fortude is an Infor Alliance 
Partner who has experience and expertise in
providing implementation and training of
healthcare analytics

Best-fit Customer Engagement: Our BI 
consultants works with the customer 
organization’s need for implementing the   
Infor BI solution

Fast Integration: Our special BI methodology 
ensures quick and smooth implementations

Support: Post go-live support and training for 
administrator, power user and end user levels

Contact Fortude for a consultation on ourInfor BI Solution:
Aaron Epps: +1 (507) 281-1482
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